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                        The Seven Common Causes of Medical Malpractice Claims
                        By Tim
June 11, 2018

                        In the U.S. alone, about 440,000 people die each year as a result of the negligence of a healthcare practitioner. But not all mistakes can be summed as negligence, as there are some errors which usually occur over and over which have also largely contributed to the high number of deaths which could have, otherwise, been preventable. Here are some common causes of medical malpractice claims that medical malpractice lawyer Toronto has dealt with:
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                        6 Steps To Divorcing Successfully
                        By Tim
May 27, 2018

                        Divorce is a nightmarish experience that leaves both parties in this process to be broken version of who they are. Divorce tends to break spirits and to make the best of friends become the worse of enemies. The divorcing process itself can be long and tiring. It can be a battlefield that can drain you financially, emotionally and mentally. 

However, if you are looking for a divorce lawyer Toronto agency that can help to alleviate some of these problems and keep them from happening, then it would prove most valuable to you if you follow these steps in mind when divorcing to make it less stressful and less costly. 
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                        10 Things You Need To Know About Making A Car Accident Claim
                        By Tim
May 1, 2018

                        Car accidents are no joke. They can leave many serious injuries or in other cases worst and severe situations; death. It can be a difficult task in understanding what you should do if you ever, unfortunately, find yourself in an accident. 

So before you go out there and look for car accident lawyers to fight on your behalf, there are a few things you should know about car accident claims and how you can get your settlement much easier and faster. 
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                        Top Five Common Disability Insurance Myths
                        By Tim
September 30, 2017

                        When people consider insurance, they think of homeowners’ insurance, car insurance, and life insurance, among others. Individuals rarely consider disability insurance. If your health is impaired to the extent that you are unable to work, then a disability lawyer Toronto will come in handy. The attorney will help you claim for your insurance compensation, thus ensuring your financial needs are catered for even after the unfortunate event of disability.
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                        Why Hiring a Lawyer for Custody Is Imperative
                        By Tim
September 20, 2017

                        If you are having problems with your ex-spouse or mate over the custody of your child or children, then you will need to hire a family lawyer Toronto ASAP. Some people do not hire attorneys because they do not have the funds to do so. Other people think they can get by without an attorney. The following are five areas that the judge will review and why custody issues need legal assistance:
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                        11 ICBC claims mistakes to avoid
                        By Tim
August 29, 2017

                        Auto accidents are always very jarring and emotional experiences for most people. You may even come out of the accident unscathed, but you will most likely be unsure and flustered after the incident. When making an ICBC claim, its best you contact a qualified ICBC lawyer. Below are some mistakes you can avoid after a car accident.
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                        Gift Baskets- The Perfect Funeral Choice
                        By Tim
August 22, 2017

                        When you think of gift baskets, you probably think of sending one to a friend or loved one to celebrate a new baby, job or promotion. But did you know that they are an excellent choice as a condolence to a family who is mourning a death? Food gift baskets can be sent in all situations, and sad times are no exception. Food baskets are the perfect condolence gift, as most times the grieving family will not have a lot of time to cook, so having food on hand is a blessing.
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                        Tips to Help Save Money When Planning a Funeral
                        By Tim
August 20, 2017

                        Funeral services provide bereaved friends and family members an opportunity to mourn together as well as time to celebrate the life that was lived. Many families will plan at least a modest service for a deceased loved one in funeral homes Toronto across the country. However, regardless of your location, services at funeral homes can be difficult for families to pay for, and this is particularly true if the death occurred suddenly or if there is no life insurance money available to pay for the service. These tips can help you to keep costs to a minimum while planning a beautiful service.
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                        4 Ways to Contest a Speeding Ticket
                        By Tim
June 22, 2017

                        While it is considered a relatively minor infraction, a speeding ticket could have serious secondary consequences. For instance, fines and surcharges could be as much as $500 or more depending on where you are pulled over and how fast you were going. Depending on your prior record, a citation for speeding could result in higher insurance rates or a license suspension. Fortunately, there may be ways that you can contest a ticket in court.
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                        The Difference Between Medical Errors and Negligence in a Medical Malpractice
                        By Tim
May 26, 2017

                        When something goes wrong during surgery or another medical situation, it can be devastating. The doctors want to help, but sometimes the results are more devastating than the patient’s condition before the procedure. So what happened? How do you know if it was “just one of those things” that can happen or if it was negligence on the part of the doctor? Here are some ways to help determine the difference.
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                        Is Your Teen Facing Criminal Charges from an Online Post? What to Do
                        By Tim
May 22, 2017

                        You can’t always monitor what your teenager posts on social media, who they send messages to, and how they choose to use their right to free speech. Unfortunately, there may be times when they make poor decisions posting and communicating online, which can result in criminal lawyer Toronto charges or other legal trouble.
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                        The Truth About Personal Injury Lawyers
                        By Tim
March 28, 2017

                        It is easy to make light of an advertisement seen on television where a law firm is offering clients help if they have been seriously injured in an accident. That is, unless the viewer has actually been seriously injured due to the negligence or fault of another person. The truth
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                        The 5 Biggest Personal Injury Settlements in Canada
                        By Tim
March 22, 2017

                        In the aftermath of an injury or illness caused by the negligence of another, it seems almost automatic for others to urge, “Get a lawyer!” But is it worth it to pursue such cases in court? After all, Canadian law provides some protection for those incapacitated, and aren’t legal fees onerous? And after lawyer’s fees and other court costs, aren’t the monetary amounts victims end up with pretty small? But Canada’s worker compensation laws provide limited protection and temporary benefits. In such cases a personal injury lawyer can be invaluable, with his or her knowledge of legal procedures, and ability […]
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                        Benefits of hiring a DUI lawyer
                        By Tim
February 24, 2017

                        Driving under the influence is a very serious offense especially in Toronto, Canada. If you are caught operating a motor vehicle with a blood alcohol level that is above 80 milligrams then you can get charged with a criminal offense. If you are convicted of a DUI then you will…
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                        Understanding Rights for Criminal Charges
                        By Tim
February 22, 2017

                        Being charged for any criminal offense can be a very traumatic experience. When this occurs it is best to contact a competent criminal lawyer immediately. Even before any charges have been filed, those who believe they could become a suspect or charged with a crime should engage counsel as soon…
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                        Who Makes Personal Injury Laws?
                        By Tim
September 22, 2016

                        Personal injury law, which is sometimes known as tort law, revolves around an injured person or party taking their case to civil court in an effort to receive a legal remedy – damages award – for all of their losses that stem from an accident or workplace incident. In such a case, one party, the injured party, faces off against the company, organization, or individual who is responsible for the accident through negligence or simple disregard. More often than not, the injured individual suffers harm from said negligence and will be forced to pay for medical bills, rehabilitation, and loss of work hours and income. In this instance, hiring a personal injury lawyer is the most beneficial, smartest move you can possibly make.
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                        Your Guide to No Win No Fee Compensation.
                        By Tim
September 22, 2016

                        Your Guide to No Win No Fee Compensation.
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                        What Happens After a Deposition in a Medical Malpractice Case?
                        By Tim
August 30, 2016

                        A deposition is a question and answer session outside a courtroom. Normally, an attorney will ask you questions and you respond honestly under oath. Everything that is said during a deposition is recorded by a court reporter who will later transcribe the data into a complete document. The injured party, health care provider, and witnesses are required to answer questions in a deposition for a medical malpractice lawyers Toronto lawsuit.
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                        The Differences in Personal Injury Claims
                        By Tim
August 20, 2016

                        Following a significant injury, most people find themselves on the fence when it comes to hiring personal injury lawyers. Some feel they don’t need to pay someone if they have been injured, as the case is crystal clear already. More often than not, those people are wrong. There is a lot of red tape and legal procedures required to move through before any type of settlement can be acquired from the party responsible for the injury. There are true benefits to hiring an experienced personal injury lawyer for the same reason why there are so many types of personal injury […]
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                        What Fiduciary Duty Your Criminal Lawyer Has to You
                        By Tim
July 16, 2016

                        Eyes may start to glaze over when phrases like “fiduciary duty” are bandied about. Visions of Latin phrases and serpentine word arrangements cause the average citizen to freeze in place and slowly back out of the room. But if you have retained a criminal lawyer Mississauga, the first thing you need to understand is exactly what fiduciary duty he or she owes you as a client. What does the phrase even mean? Good question! Let’s talk about it.
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